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An important component of a comprehensive yard debris program is reducing yard waste generation.

A prescription to reduce yard debris

Throughout the nation, state after state has enacted legislation banning the land disposal of yard debris such as leaves, grass clippings, tree trimmings and Christmas trees. Because of legislative actions, cities and counties are rapidly developing programs for the collection and composting of yard waste.

The success of various yard debris recovery programs is frequently touted in the pages of this journal. There is no doubt that community-wide collection and processing of yard debris is necessary to handle the large volumes of material generated. It is also essential to incorporate source reduction activities into any large-scale yard debris program because a program that has been so modified is the most cost-effective method of managing yard debris. It will also improve yard debris collection and processing by modifying the peak flows of incoming volume of debris.

Reducing the generation of yard debris at its source should be the first priority in developing a comprehensive yard debris recovery program. Effective source reduction activities can have a significant impact on the design of a comprehensive system. Material that does not have to be collected, transported, processed and marketed simply saves money. Fewer trucks or less frequent collection will be needed to collect debris; perhaps processing sites could be smaller or less labor required. Depending on the level of commitment from decisionmakers and participating residents and businesses, it is possible to reduce the generation of yard debris by 5 to 20 percent through basic reduction methods.

All too often, the responsibility for source reduction is placed on the citizen alone. Source reduction programs aimed at residents are common, easy to implement and produce positive results. More effort needs to be directed at yard debris source reduction by businesses, institutions and publicly owned properties, because they are large generators of yard debris and because they need to participate more directly in source reduction activities.

Reduction methods

Aside from calamities such as prolonged drought, desertification and other climatological changes, source reduction of yard debris is the responsibility of the landowner or landtender. Recommended methods of reducing the generation of yard debris will vary according to local climate, economic status of the community, neighborhood, or landowner, and other factors.

Backyard composting. Many homeowners have compost piles consisting of garden wastes, leaves and other yard debris. Several varieties of compost bins are commercially available, although many people improvise their own. Concerns about odors and level of effort required can be alleviated through education. Low-income homeowners or renters simply do not view source reduction of yard debris as a high priority. Small yards and the cost of bins are larger impediments for them than for middle-income residents.

Composting of yard debris at apartment buildings, commercial buildings, or institutions is uncommon because it is not perceived as economical. Gardeners, landscapers and groundskeepers need to be instructed, if not required, to compost yard debris at the job site. Public grounds such as parks, trails and lawns at government facilities need to have areas designated for composting their green wastes.

Landscape planning and alteration. For landowners and developers, yard debris reduction can translate into lower maintenance requirements. Every new residential development and most commercial and institutional developments
deed, eco-labels represent an additional way for companies to differentiate their products and packaging.

**Conclusion**

The markets for source-reduced and recycled materials continue to emerge. However, as more Americans recognize that solid waste management is becoming problematic, they, as consumers, will increasingly seek out products and packaging that promote source reduction and recyclability. Five marketplace activities that can be used to increase the availability and success of such goods have been discussed in this paper. If marketplace initiatives do not succeed in the near future, solid waste management officials will likely seek to mitigate the solid waste management crisis through a greater mix of regulatory and economic controls.
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**BALE YOUR SHREDDED NEWS FOR BEDDING**

YES THE FREEMAN PAPER TRIM BALER HAS BEEN BALING SHREDDED PAPER FOR MANY YEARS AND IS A PROVEN METHOD OF MAKING HIGH QUALITY SMALL BALES, TO SUPPLY THE ANIMAL BEDDING AND PACKAGING INDUSTRIES.

**10 REASONS TO BUY A FREEMAN**

1. **BEST BUY FOR THE MONEY**
2. **ONE MAN OPERATION**
3. **TIES IN ONE SECOND**
4. **QUALITY SQUARE BALES**
5. **EASY TO HANDLE BALES**
6. **TOTALLY AUTOMATIC**
7. **STEAD $ INCOME FROM OLD NEWS**
8. **HIGH VOLUME HORIZONTAL**
9. **AUTOMATIC BALE MEASUREMENT**
10. **RELIABLE**

**CALL 800 426 1723 ASK FOR BUZ**

WE OFFER A COMPLETE LINE OF RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

**EASY TO HANDLE 14X18X VARIABLE LENGTH 40 TO 120 POUND BALES**
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could incorporate some form of yard debris reduction in their landscape planning. Existing developments could consider altering their landscapes to provide the same result.

Landscape planning and alteration includes planting native vegetation (especially appropriate in desert areas), planting low-maintenance vegetation (e.g., trees and shrubs that do not need pruning, ground covers instead of turf grass), and planning space for compost piles and brush chipping. Los Angeles has enacted an ordinance that requires new commercial developments to have a landscape plan that provides for xeriscaping, or landscaping for low water usage. Although the impetus for the ordinance was the need to reduce water usage, it has the added advantage of reducing yard debris generation.

Reduced maintenance. A simple source reduction method is to maintain lawns and grounds less intensively. This means that instead of cutting grass once a week, it may be cut once every two weeks. The same principle applies to the pruning of woody vegetation. A desire to fit in with one's neighbors and a cultural preoccupation for organization and neatness have trapped homeowners into rituals resulting in precisely trimmed ornamental shrubs and neatly manicured lawns. The "American Way" of pride in one's lush lawn has supported a massive industry that promotes imaginative concoctions to make sure your lawn grows fast, thick and weed-free. Fertilizers and frequent watering not only increase yard debris generation but also affect groundwater and surface water supply and purity.

Home mulching of grass clippings and home chipping of brush. If a homeowner or business owner must have a lush lawn and precisely trimmed woody plants, she or he should take measures to minimize disposal of grass clippings and prunings. Grass clippings can be left on the lawn after cutting with minimal unsightliness and trouble. Lawn maintenance experts advise homeowners to leave some grass clippings on the lawn to insulate roots from temperature extremes and to increase water holding capacity. Clippings could also be collected and placed in a backyard compost bin or placed in gardens or flower beds as a mulch. These activities require less effort than bagging the clippings for refuse collection and they benefit the grounds as well.

Prunings are not as easily handled. For homes and businesses that generate consistent volumes of prunings, the cost of $100 or more to purchase a small chipper may be justifiable, but for most people, it would be difficult to justify the purchase. Rental from a business or a sponsoring government or organization is one way to handle prunings.
Implementation methods

The implementation of source reduction activities should encompass a variety of measures that target certain materials or generators. For instance, brush generated by land grubbing or land clearing operations could be chipped on site. Implementation of this activity could be accomplished through provision of chippers or grinders, informative brochures, or regulations requiring that brush be handled on site by land clearing or land grubbing businesses.

Actions necessary for implementation of yard waste reduction ideas generally range from regulations (e.g., ordinances requiring xeriscaping or low water use landscaping for new residential construction) to intensive public information (door-to-door home instruction as planned by Seattle). Other more established implementation techniques include multimedia public education (brochures, video and advertisements), demonstration facilities, and group instruction (such as Seattle’s Master Composter program).

Public information — multiple targets and multiple media. The simplest implementation activity is the preparation and distribution of public information materials such as brochures and advertisements. This is a good first step because the materials can be disseminated at any time — there is no need to have a collection or processing system in place.

A theme and identification logo should be established from the start and maintained on all subsequent information. Eventually, the public information items should include a variety of target groups, messages and media. Videotape, television commercials, billboards, workshops and special events (e.g., parades, festivals, neighborhood events) should be considered for specific target groups such as a single-family homeowners, gardeners and businesses. Groups with special needs such as neighborhoods with high percentages of non-English speakers or people with physical impairments should also be targeted for customized public information.

A highly effective method of public information is to offer hands-on demonstrations of source reduction methods for yard debris. This could entail constructing a multi-use demonstration area in a highly visible location or simply setting up a sample compost bin in a park or other public area. A multi-use demonstration area may encompass one to three acres; it may have a full-time attendant or be staffed by volunteers; it may include backyard composting techniques, low-maintenance yard care methods, composting, and yard waste reduction ideas.

ATTENTION: Municipalities and Private Waste Haulers

DYCO’s Pay Per Bag Program

We offer a wide and flexible product capability to respond to customers’ needs, and pride ourselves on prompt delivery of top quality products.

Our program offers:
- Wide ranges of plastic bag thickness and sizes
- Better than competitive prices
- Experience in community bag programs
- Customized bags (name and/or logo)
- Easy identification (eliminates outsiders dumping illegally)
- Specialized unit packaging (5, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, etc.)
- Biodegradable bags also available

DYCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. BOX B  NESCOPECK, PA 18635
(717) 752-6971  1-800-232-DYCO

The generation of yard waste is reduced at this Los Angeles home by landscaping with ground covers rather than grass (1). Public information materials on composting are distributed through a Tree People education center in Los Angeles (2).
THE SCARAB Windrow Composting Machine is designed and built to compost organic material—quickly, inexpensively.

SCARAB flails, aerates, fluffs and throws material into pressure-free windows of optimum size to avoid anaerobic cores. SCARAB turns a windrow up to 18x7' high at a rate up to 3,000 tons per hour. SCARAB composts material into stable humus at an O&M cost below $2 per ton in less than 12 weeks.

The SCARAB machine is currently being used successfully in the following states and countries:

- MSW Bushnell NJ, Italy
- Yard Waste (Leaves) Islip NY, Somerset NJ, Springfield MA, Chicago IL, Bay Village OH, Hopkins MN, Charlotte NC
- Sludge Los Angeles, San Diego, Oakland CA, Las Vegas NV, Denver CO, El Paso TX, Sweden, Saudi Arabia
- Green Waste California
- Bagasse (Sugar Cane Waste) Mexico
- Feedyard & Dairy Manure California, Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, Mexico
- Racetrack Waste Lexington KY
- Papermill Waste California, Washington, Wisconsin
- Grape Stems California
- Cotton Gin Waste California, Texas
- Chicken Litter Waste California, Texas

SCARAB Manufacturing & Leasing, Inc.
Route 2, Box 40, White Deer, Texas 79097
(806) 883-7621 FAX (806) 883-6804

COMPOST MAKER & HOLDING BIN

ADVANTAGES:
1. Long lasting — totally galvanized — sturdy
2. Quickly assembled — all hardware included — no tools needed
3. Easily expanded for larger capacity
4. Each unit contains four 2’x3’ panels (total weight 26 lbs.) for easy handling and shipping
5. One box compost-maker and a composting booklet included with each unit
6. Tops and bottoms available as options
7. Could also be used to hold plastic jugs, tin cans, bottles and newspapers

Spread-All Mfg. Co.
2237 Marshalltown Blvd. - Marshalltown, IA 50158
(800) 383-5601

Regulations seem to work best when they target construction of new housing, commercial buildings, or other developments that may produce plant wastes. Through a city's building, planning, or zoning department, administration and enforcement of requirements for landscaping (e.g., water use requirements, type of plantings) could be conducted. Landscaping requirements for new construction should target maintenance requirements that may generate large volumes of yard debris as well as provisions for handling yard debris on-site. These requirements are most cost effective when applied to larger developments rather than single-family homes.

Conclusion
Source reduction of yard debris should not be the orphan child of a comprehensive yard debris program. It is an essential component of any yard debris program—from small neighborhood compost sites to large-scale countywide collection and processing programs. Communities should recognize that aggressive source reduction efforts have a significant, though difficult-to-measure, impact on the costs of collecting and processing leaves, grass clippings, or brush. There are a variety of approaches to source reduction of yard debris. Each community must determine the programs that will work the best.
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